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Electron-impact ionization of all ionization stages of krypton
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Configuration-average distorted-wave calculations are carried out for electron-impact single ionization of all
ionization stages of krypton. Contributions to the cross sections are included from both direct ionization and
excitation autoionization. Good agreement with experimental crossed-beams measurements is found for many
of the moderately charged ionization stages. Maxwellian-averaged rate coefficients are calculated for each
ionization stage and then archived for future use in studies of ionization balance in astrophysical and laboratory
plasmas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important element in controlled fusion experiments
krypton, where it is used as an ion density diagnostic an
pumped into the divertor to assist in radiative cooling@1#. As
a consequence, a great deal of theoretical and experim
work has been done on the study of electron-impact exc
tion and ionization of the krypton atom and its ions. In t
following two paragraphs we review previous studies of
electron-impact single ionization of the krypton atom and
ions.

The electron-impact ionization cross section for the n
tral krypton atom has been experimentally measured by
eral groups@2–4#. Ionization cross sections for Kr1, Kr21,
and Kr31 were measured by Tinschertet al. @5# and checked
against the parametric expression of Lotz@6#. Ionization
cross sections for Kr41, Kr51, and Kr71 were measured
by Bannister et al. @7#. Gorczyca et al. @8# carried out
configuration-average distorted-wave calculations for
ionization of Kr41, Kr51, Kr61, and Kr71, while also study-
ing term-dependence and resonance-excitation effects w
the distorted-wave and close-coupling approximations
Kr61 and Kr71. Mitnik et al. @9# also carried out fully rela-
tivistic distorted-wave calculations for the ionization
Kr61. Ionization cross sections for Kr81 were measured an
compared with configuration-average distorted-wave ca
lations by Bannisteret al. @10#. The Kr81 measurements
were strongly affected by ionization from metastable sta
in the first excited configuration. Ionization cross sections
Kr101 and Kr111 were measured by Oualimet al. @11# and
compare well with the configuration-average distorted-wa
calculations of Tenget al. @12#.

Recently, ionization cross sections for Kr121 through to
Kr181 were measured by Khouilidet al. @13# using an ani-
mated crossed-beams method. Only the Kr181 measurements
were compared with the configuration-average distort
wave calculations, the rest only being checked against
Lotz parametric expression@6#. Although there are no experi
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mental measurements for more highly charged ions t
Kr181, there are a few theoretical studies. Chen and R
@14# carried out fully relativistic distorted-wave calculation
for the ionization of Kr241 and Kr251, including contribu-
tions from both resonant excitation and excitatio
autoionization. Badnell and Pindzola@15# carried out level to
level distorted-wave calculations for the ionization of Kr301,
Kr311, and Kr321, also including contributions from both
resonant excitation and excitation autoionization.

In this paper we present a complete study of the electr
impact single ionization of the krypton atom and its ion
calculating configuration-average distorted-wave cross s
tions and rate coefficients for all ionization stages. Us
modern scripting languages that manipulate both input
executable files, the calculation of direct and indirect con
butions to the total ionization cross sections has been a
mated in preparation for large-scale calculations of all io
ization stages of heavy elements@16#. In the light of current
fusion experiments to investigate the use of heavy eleme
such as tungsten, for use as wall erosion markers and
surface components, there is a need for comprehen
atomic data for such complex species@17#.

Because of its importance as a fusion plasma diagno
krypton was chosen to test the automated running of
configuration-average distorted-wave codes. As outlined
the previous paragraphs, there is a substantial amount o
perimental measurements against which the configurat
average distorted-wave results can be checked. There
also recent experimental measurements that are yet to
compared with distorted-wave theory, i.e., Kr121 through to
Kr171. Many of the krypton cross sections have already be
calculated using distorted-wave theory, and more comp
techniques, so that only a small selection of the full resu
are presented. For the lower ionization stages of krypt
dominated by direct ionization, the configuration-avera
distorted-wave approach is the only currently feasa
method of calculating ionization cross sections. TheR matrix
with pseudostates, convergent close coupling, and ti
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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dependent close-coupling methods have only been applie
calculate direct ionization cross sections for relatively sim
ions involving one or two active electrons. For the mod
ately ionized stages of krypton, in which indirect ionizatio
processes become more important, the standardR matrix and
level-to-level multiconfiguration distorted-wave metho
have been applied to calculate excitation-autoionization c
tributions. For the total indirect ionization cross section,
configuration average distorted-wave method can be jus
accurate as these more complex methods. That is, a g
total sum over the many terms or levels present in th
complex systems is somewhat easier to obtain than any
individual term or level cross section. The configuration a
erage distorted-wave approach also allows us to gene
data for a complete isonuclear sequence for heavy elem
such as krypton, something that would be impractical us
more complex methods.

The direct and indirect contributions to the ionizatio
cross section are integrated with a Maxwellian electron d
tribution to provide rate coefficients for plasma modelin
Both initial and final state level resolution for th
configuration-average direct ionization rates is recovered
actly by simple multiplication by the appropriate ang
lar branching factors @18#. Level resolution for the
configuration-average indirect ionization rates is recove
only approximately by simple multiplication by the approp
ate statistical weights. The configuration-average rate co
cients will be archived in the database for the Atomic D
and Analysis Structure~ADAS! Project@19,20# and will also
be available on the Internet at the Oak Ridge National La
ratory’s ~ORNL! Controlled Fusion Atomic Data Cente
@21#. The final aim in the generation of such complex spec
data is the spectral modeling and fitting of heavy elem
spectra. This requires absolute excited-state populati
Thus, the rate coefficients generated in this paper will
used both in ionization balance calculations and
collisional-radiative modeling of excited-state population
In Sec. II we give a brief review of the theoretical and co
putational methods, in Sec. III we compare our theoret
results against experiment and other calculations, while
Sec. IV we conclude with a brief summary.

II. THEORY

Major contributions to the electron-impact singl
ionization cross section are made by the following two p
cesses:

e21Krq1→Kr(q11)11e21e2, ~1!

e21Krq1→~Krq1!* 1e2→Kr(q11)11e21e2, ~2!

whereq is the residual charge on the atom. The first proc
is termed direct ionization, and the second is excitat
autoionization. For highly charged atoms, the radiati
stabilization process,

~Krq1!* →Krq11g, ~3!
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acts to reduce the contribution from excitation autoioniz
tion. An additional process,

e21Krq1→~Kr(q21)1!** →~Krq1!* 1e2→Kr(q11)11e2

1e2, ~4!

called resonant-excitation double autoionization, may a
contribute to the single ionization of an atom. Autoionizati
of (Kr(q21)1)** to a bound state of Krq1, or various radia-
tive stabilization processes, acts to reduce the contribu
from resonant-excitation double-autoionization.

For each ionization stage of krypton, a set of initial a
final configurations are needed for each collisional ionizat
process. For example, the ground configuration
Kr251, 1s22s22p63s, is connected to the final ground con
figuration of Kr261, 1s22s22p6, giving direct ionization of
the 3s subshell. Likewise, the initial ground configuration
Kr251 is connected to the final excited configuration
Kr251, 1s22s22p53s3d, giving excitation autoionization
For each ionization stage, the required sets of configurat
are generated automatically via a code that is part of
ADAS suite of codes@20#. Using a graphical interface, on
chooses the possible configurations for use in the ioniza
calculations via the entry of some boundary conditions~e.g.,
lowest nl subshell to directly ionize from, highestnl sub-
shell to include in the excitation autoionization calculation!.
These boundary conditions are used to generate config
tion lists for all ionization stages of interest. Some fin
tuning of this configuration list is possible, for example, f
Kr41 direct ionization from the 3d subshell is not calculated
because the resulting Kr51 configuration is autoionizing and
thus contributes to the double ionization of Kr41. Thus, a
refined configuration list for ionization was generated for
stages of krypton and the relevant driver files for the vario
atomic structure and electron-atom collision codes produc

A modern scripting language is used to match driver fi
with and run the executables for the various structure
scattering codes. The threshold energies and the bound r
orbitals for the krypton configurations are calculated us
the Hartree-Fock relativistic atomic structure code of Cow
@22#, where the mass-velocity and Darwin terms are includ
in the radial Schro¨dinger equation. The direct and excitatio
autoionization contributions to electron-impact single ioniz
tion of an atom or ion are calculated in a configuratio
average distorted-wave approximation@23#, which has been
successfully employed in the study of many ionized syste
@24–29#. The continuum radial orbitals are calculated
distorted-wave solutions of the radial Schro¨dinger equation
using configuration-average Hartree and semiclassical
change potentials and also including mass-velocity and D
win terms. For the more highly charged ionization stag
configuration-average radiative and autoionization rates
evaluated and used to determine the branching ratios ne
for contributions from excitation autoionization. In th
work, we have not included contributions from resona
excitation double autoionization, which are generally sm
compared to the contribution from excitation autoionizatio
The main limitation of the configuration-average approach
that it does not account for interaction among configuratio
8-2
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ELECTRON-IMPACT IONIZATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 052708 ~2002!
The ionization cross sections are transformed into r
coefficients by integration with a Maxwellian velocity distr
bution at the appropriate temperature. The calculated ion
tion cross sections are fitted to simple functions of the in
dent electron energy to provide parameters for
Maxwellian integration. Configuration-average photoioniz
tion calculations are used to obtain the infinite energy lim
point for the direct contributions to electron-impact ioniz
tion. The cross section contributions from excitation autoio
ization at the higher incident energies are given by extra
lations of fits to the lower-energy results. The resultant r
coefficients are archived in an ADAS standard data form
on a 12 point temperature grid.

III. RESULTS

A. Single ionization of the neutral Kr atom

Configuration-average distorted-wave results for
electron-impact single ionization of neutral krypton are p
sented in Fig. 1. A comparison with the experimental m
surements of various authors@2–4# is shown. In the running
of the configuration-average distorted-wave codes one
select either a post or prior form for the first-order scatter
amplitude. The prior form means that the incident and sc
tered electrons are calculated in aVN potential, while the
bound and ejected electrons are calculated in aVN21 poten-
tial (N being the number of bound electrons on the tar
ion!. In the post form for the scattering amplitude all ele
trons experience aVN21 potential. Both the post and prio
results for neutral krypton are shown in Fig. 1. The pr
form produces better high-energy results, but neither can
produce either the height or shape of the experimental c
section for neutral Kr. It has been found that the prior fo
can lead to nonphysical shape resonances for neutral sp
@30#, so it was decided to use the post form in all futu
calculations of neutral atoms. The post and prior forms p
duce very similar results for ionization of positively charg

FIG. 1. Electron-impact single-ionization cross section of n
tral Kr. Configuration-average distorted-wave results for the gro
configuration, 3d104s24p6, solid curve, prior form; dashed curve
post form. Experimental measurements;d symbol @2#, n symbol
@3#, m symbol @4#. Note that the experimental error bars are t
small to be seen on the graph.
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atomic ions. For more accurate neutral atom ionization cr
sections one should use various nonperturbative meth
such as theR matrix with pseudostates@31#, convergent close
coupling @32#, time-dependent close coupling@33#, hyper-
spherical close-coupling@34#, or exterior complex scaling
methods@35#.

B. Single ionization of moderately charged Kr ions

As the residual ion charge increases, the perturba
distorted-wave method has been found to become more
curate. There is also a general trend with increasing
charge whereby the ionization threshold energy increases
the peak cross section value decreases. At certain ioniza
stages, the excitation-autoionization contribution to the cr
section becomes significant. This occurs primarily when
nearly empty subshell sits above a full subshell. For
ample, we expect that electron-impact ionization from t
ground 3d104s configuration of Kr71 and the ground 2p63s
configuration of Kr251 would have large contributions from
excitation autoionization.

Configuration-average distorted-wave results for
electron-impact single ionization of Kr1 are presented in
Fig. 2, where they are compared with experimental meas
ments@5,36,37#. We note that the contributions from excita
tion autoionization are small, and that the theoretical res
are slightly higher than most of the experimental measu
ments. As has been seen in previous studies of elect
impact ionization of elements along their iso-nuclear
quences, there is a great improvement in the configurat
average distorted-wave results for the singly ionized cas

Configuration-average distorted-wave results for
electron-impact single ionization of Kr21 are presented in
Fig. 3, where they are compared with experimental meas
ments of Manet al. @38#. At the peak of the ionization cros
section, theory and experiment are in excellent agreeme

Configuration-average distorted-wave results for Kr31

ionization are presented in Fig. 4, along with the experim
tal measurements of Tinschertet al. @5# and Gregoryet al.

-
d

FIG. 2. Electron-impact single-ionization cross section of Kr1.
Configuration-average distorted-wave results for the ground c
figuration, 3d104s24p5, are given by the solid curve. Experiment
measurements;d symbol @37#, n symbol @36#, m symbol @5#.
8-3
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S. D. LOCHet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052708 ~2002!
@39#. We note that there is no direct ionization contributi
from the 3d subshell, 3d ionization instead contributes to th
double ionization of Kr31. Our results are in closer agree
ment with the experimental results of Gregoryet al. @39#
than those of Tinschertet al. @5#. In the Tinschertet al. mea-
surements@5# the presence of a small amount of ionizati
cross section below the theoretical ground configuration i
ization threshold suggests the presence of metastable s
in their beam. Configuration-average distorted-wave cr
sections were generated for ionization from the excited c
figuration 3d104s24p24d. We found that the onset of th
ionization cross section was lower than experiment, and
the peak cross section was higher than experiment. Thus
presence of a small fraction of metastable states in the b
may explain the differences between the configurati
average distorted-wave results and the experimental res
Our configuration-average distorted-wave results for Kr41

FIG. 3. Electron-impact single-ionization cross section of Kr21.
Configuration-average distorted-wave results for the ground c
figuration, 3d104s24p4, solid curve, total cross section; dash
curve, direct cross section only. Experimental measurementsd

symbol @38#.

FIG. 4. Electron-impact single-ionization cross section of Kr31.
Configuration-average distorted-wave results for the ground c
figuration, 3d104s24p3, are shown for the total cross section by t
solid line and for the direct cross section by the dashed line.
perimental measurements;n symbol @5#, d symbol @39#.
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through to Kr71 are found to be in reasonable agreeme
with those calculated previously by Gorczycaet al. @8#. In
Fig. 5 we compare our configuration-average distorted-w
results for Kr61 with the level resolved relativistic distorted
wave results of Mitniket al. @9#. We note that excitation-
autoionization contributions are large for ionization from t
ground 3d104s2 configuration of Kr61, and that there is ex-
cellent agreement between the two theoretical results
should be noted that the results of Gorczycaet al. @8# are
preferred over the configuration-average distorted-wave

n-

n-

-

FIG. 5. Electron-impact single-ionization cross section for t
ground configuration, 3d104s2, of Kr61. Configuration-average
distorted-wave results, solid curve, total cross section; long-das
curve, direct cross section only. Relativistic distorted-wave res
@9# for the total cross section are given by the short-dashed cu

FIG. 6. Configuration-average distorted-wave single-ionizat
cross section for the following ground configurations:~a!
3s23p63d6 of Kr121, ~b! 3s23p63d5 of Kr131, ~c! 3s23p63d4 of
Kr141, and ~d! 3s23p63d3 of Kr151. In all plots the long dashed
curves are for the total configuration-average distorted-wave res
and the short-dashed curve represents the direct cross section
perimental measurements;n symbol @13#.
8-4
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ELECTRON-IMPACT IONIZATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 052708 ~2002!
sults for Kr61 and Kr71, as one needs to include term d
pendence and relaxation of the 3d orbital to obtain the bes
agreement with experiment near threshold.

Our configuration-average distorted-wave results
Kr101 and Kr111 are found to be in excellent agreement w
the experimental measurements of Oualimet al. @11#. They
are also in excellent agreement with similar distorted-wa
calculations of Tenget al. @12#.

Configuration-average distorted-wave results for
electron-impact single ionization of Kr121, Kr131, Kr141,
and Kr151 are presented in Fig. 6, while results for Kr161,
Kr171, and Kr181 are presented in Fig. 7. In both Figs. 6 a
7, theory is compared with the recent experimental meas
ments of Khouilidet al. @13#. Reasonable agreement betwe
theory and experiment is found for all of these ionizati
stages. As can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 the contribut
from excitation autoionization become more important as
3d subshell becomes less occupied. For Kr161, Kr171, and
Kr181 the 2p direct ionization contributes to the double io
ization of those stages.

There are some inherent uncertainties in both
configuration-average distorted-wave calculations and in
experimental measurements for these stages which
explain the differences in the results. For highly ioniz
stages such as Kr121 through to Kr181, one expects the
configuration-average distorted-wave direct ionization cr
sections to be quite accurate. The main difficulty with t
theory for these stages is that some excited configuration

FIG. 7. Configuration-average distorted-wave single-ionizat
cross section for the the following ground configurations:~a!
3s23p63d2 of Kr161, ~b! 3s23p63d of Kr171, and ~c! 3s23p6 of
Kr181. In all plots the long-dashed curves are the to
configuration-average distorted-wave results and the short-da
curve represents direct cross section. Experimental measurem
n symbol @13#.
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close to the ionization thresholds for each ion. Level splitti
of these excited configurations can straddle the levels o
the ionization threshold, potentially increasing or decreas
the excitation autoionization cross section depending u
whether the configuration average excited energy lies ab
or below the threshold. It should be noted that there are a
some difficulties with the experimental measurement of s
highly ionized stages. The ionization cross sections for th
stages are small, and are subsequently difficult to measu
is also difficult to obtain pure ground configurations in t
experimental beam, and the presence of metastable stat
the beam can significantly alter the cross section. This is
fact, an issue with some of these stages, Khouilidet al. @13#
reported the presence of metastable states in their ion b
for Kr141, Kr161, and Kr181. For Kr141 and Kr161 the re-
ported metastable states are found in the ground config
tions, while for Kr181 the metastable states were found in t
first excited configuration.

We find good agreement above threshold between
Kr181 cross sections and our configuration-average calc
tion from the ground configuration, however, there is a sm
amount of measured ionization cross section below
configuration-average threshold. We calculated the ioniza
cross section for the excited configuration 3s23p53d of
Kr181 and found that the ionization threshold was sligh
below the experimentally measured threshold and that
peak cross section was above that of the experiment. T
the presence of a small fraction of metastable states in
beam may explain the differences between the configurat
average distorted-wave calculations for the ground confi
ration and the experimental cross section.

C. Single ionization of highly charged Kr ions

As krypton becomes more highly ionized, radiative sta
lization competes with the autoionization rate and the au
ionization branching ratio becomes smaller than 1. Thus,
the more highly ionized stages, configuration-avera
branching ratios were calculated and were found to dif
significantly from 1 for Kr191 through to Kr251. As an ex-
ample, we show the results for Kr241 and Kr251 in Figs. 8
and 9. It can be seen that, as expected, the inclusion
branching ratios significantly reduces the distorted-wa
cross sections. The resultant cross sections are in good a
ment with those calculated by Chen and Reed@14#.

For the more highly ionized stages of Kr the ionizatio
threshold continues to increase with charge state and
height of the cross section continues to decrease. For
ionization stages above Kr251, contributions from excitation
autoionization are small compared to the direct contrib
tions, as was seen in the work of Badnell and Pindzola@15#
for Kr301, Kr311, and Kr321.

D. Rate coefficients for Kr ions

Direct and indirect ionization cross sections are integra
with a Maxwellian electron velocity distribution to produc
rate coefficients. As an example, we present direct ioniza
rate coefficient results for the 1s orbital of Kr331 in Fig. 10.
The top curve shows the configuration-average rate for

n

l
ed

nts;
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S. D. LOCHet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052708 ~2002!
1s22s→1s2s transition. In order to compare with the firs
order relativistic perturbation calculation of Sampson a
Zhang@40# we multiply the configuration-average results
the appropriate angular branching factors to get level
solved direct ionization rates of the 1s orbital. The factor
0.75 for 1s22s 2S0→1s2s 3S1 and 0.25 for 1s22s 2S0
→1s2s 1S0. It can be seen from Fig. 10 that there is go
agreement between our results and those of Sampson
Zhang@40#.

The krypton ionization data that are stored in the OR
database are at configuration-average resolution. The ion
tion rate coefficients are archived on a reduced tempera
grid spanning from 23102 K through to 23106 K. The
rates are from the ground configurations, with direct ioni
tion from the four outer subshells~provided they do not con
tribute to the double ionization of the ion!, and indirect ion-
ization from the three subshells below the valence shell.
the indirect rates, the configuration-average rates are st

FIG. 8. Configuration-average distorted-wave single-ionizat
cross section results for the ground configuration 3s2 of Kr241.
Solid line, without branching ratios; long-dashed line, with bran
ing ratios; short-dashed line, direct cross section only.

FIG. 9. Configuration-average distorted-wave single-ionizat
cross section results for the ground configuration 3s of Kr251. Solid
line, without branching ratios; long-dashed line, with branching
tios; short-dashed line, direct cross section only.
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for each excitednl subshell that is autoionizing. Thes
configuration-average datafiles may be transformed
stage to stage ionization rates, giving the total ionization r
from one ionization stage to the next stage.

The configuration-average datafiles can also be tra
formed into level resolved data files~referred to as ADAS
adf23 files @20#!. The direct ionization rates are produce
using angular branching factors as described above for
case of Kr331. The indirect ionization rates can be tran
formed into level resolved rates using a statistical appro
mation. As in the configuration-average case, the level
solved excitation-autoionization rates would be stored
each excitednl subshell that can autoionize. Note that w
archive the configuration-average datafiles, along with
energy-level information and cross-section fitting coe
cients required to process the files into level resolved d
files.

IV. SUMMARY

Electron-impact single-ionization cross sections were c
culated in the configuration-average distorted-wave appr
mation for the complete ionization sequence of krypton. D
rect ionization, excitation autoionization, and autoionizi
branching ratios were all accounted for. For neutral Kr t
configuration-average distorted-wave results were hig
than experiment. For many of the moderately charged i
ization stages good agreement with crossed-beams ex
mental measurements was found. In particular,
configuration-average distorted-wave results for Kr121

through to Kr171 were in reasonable agreement with expe
ment and are the first distorted-wave calculations to be c
pared with experiment for those stages. For the more hig
ionized stages autoionization branching ratios were ca
lated, and were found to decrease the excitati
autoionization contributions for Kr191 through to Kr251.

n

-

n

-

FIG. 10. Single-ionization rate coefficient from the ground st
1s22s 1S0 of Kr331. Top line is the configuration-average rate c
efficient. Of the lower sets of lines the upper lines show ionizat
to 1s2s 3S1 ~solid line, results of Ref.@40#, long-dashed line,
configuration-average disorted-wave results!. Lower lines, ioniza-
tion to 1s2s 1S0 ~solid line, results of Ref.@40#, long-dashed line,
configuration-average distorted-wave results!.
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Configuration-average direct and indirect rate coefficie
were calculated for all ionization stages of krypton and
chived in the ADAS database and at the ORNL website. T
direct ionization rate coefficient can be accurately tra
formed into level resolved rates. The indirect rate coeffici
may be transformed into level resolved rates using a stat
cal approximation. The computer codes used to generate
ionization cross sections and rate coefficients can be run
any isonuclear sequence with minimal user interaction
.
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